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By Lyn Lifshin

Nyq Books, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Poetry. In her biggest, most varied selection of poems, A GIRL GOES INTO THE
WOODS, Lyn Lifshin s intimate, intense, startling poems range from the adolescent experiences any
young (or not so young) woman can identify with, to the roller coaster ride of agony to ecstasy of
relationships. In her unique and magical way she explores the complicated, mysterious, ambivalent
relationship between mothers and daughters, that constantly changing braid of pain and joy, of
control and rebellion and then the reverse, as the daughter becomes the mother and the deaths of
stages of the relationship continue. The book takes us into the immigrant experience, the ravages of
Auschwitz, to Hiroshima, Vietnam, Iraq and September 11 as well as natural disasters like Katrina,
the 2005 Indonesia tsunami, the Japanese tsunami and the 2010 Haiti earthquake. She lets us into
the world of mad girls, Madonnas, dancers and shares secrets of poets from Robert Frost, who
praised her early poems, to Dylan Thomas and Garcia Lorca. Lifshin gives us moments in Paris,
Quebec, the Caribbean and Costa Rico and plunges us into the beauty of Southwestern...
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This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I
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